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NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS
TECHNICAL NOTE NO. 1269
_THOD FOR CALCULATING _WING CflARACTERISTICS
BY LIFTING-LINE THEORY USING NORLINF2_R
SECTION LIFT DATA
Py J_mes C. Sivells and Robert H. Neely
S_4Jd_Y
A method is presented for calculating w_ng characteristics by
lifting-line theory using nonllnes_r section llft data. Material
from various sources is ccmb_ned with some original work into the
single complete method described. Multhopp's systems of multipliers
are employed to obtain the induced angle of attack directly from
the spanwise llft distribution. Equations are developed for
obtaining these multipliers for any even number of spanwise stations,
and values are tabulated for ten statS ons along the scmispan for
asymmetrical, s_m_aetrical, and antisymm_trical lift distributions.
In order to minimize the computing time _nd to illustrate the
procedures involved, simplified computing forms containing detailed
examples are given for symmetrical llft distributions. Similcr
forms for as_nnmetrical and antlsymmetrlcal lift distributions,
although not shown, can be readily constructed in the same manner
as those given. The adaptation of the method for use with linear
section lift data is also illustrated. This adaptation has bgen
found to require less computing time than most existing methods.
The wing characteristics calculated from general nonlinear
section llft data have been found to ag_'ee much closer with
expcriF_ntal data in the region of maximum lift coefflc_ent than
those calculated on the assumption of linear section lift curves.
The calculations are subject to the limitations of llftin_-@ine theory
and should not be expected to give accurate results for wings of
low aspect ratio and large am_mts of sweep.
INTRODUCTION
The llfting-line theory is th@ best know_ and most readily
applied theory for obtaining the spanwise lift distribution of
a wing and the subsequent determination of the aerodynamic character-
istics of the wing from two-dlmensional airfoil data. The character-
istics so determined are in fairly close agreenmnt with experimental
results for wings with small amounts of sweep and with moderate
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to h_gh values of aspect rat_o; for this reason, this theory has
served as the bacis for a l_'ge paint of i_resent aeronautical
knowledge.
TlTehypothesis upon which the thecry is baeed is that a
lifting wing can be replaced by a lifting line and t_at the
in<zremental vortices s_ed along the span trail behind the _ing in
straight lines in the direction of the free-stream v_.locity. The
strength of these tra_llng vortices is f,roportional to the rate
of change of tile lift along the span. The trailing vertices induce
a velocity normal to the dlrect_on of the free-stream velocity and
to the lifting line. The effective angle of attack of each section
of the wing is therefore diffg;_ent from the geom_tric angle of
attack by the amount of the engle (called tLe induced angle of
attack) whose tangent is the ratio of the value el_ the induced
velocity at the lifting line to the value of tl.e free-stream
velocity. The effective angle of attack is thus related to the
lift distribution through the induced angle of attack. In addition,
the effective angle el_ attack is related to the section lift
coefficient according to two-dimensional data for th(_ airfoil
sections incorporated in the wing. Both relationshifs must be
simultaneously satisfied in the calcule_tion of the lift distribution
of the wing.
If the section lift curves are line_r, these relationships
may be expressed by a single equation which can be solved analytically.
In general, however, the section lift curves ere not line,r,
particularly at high sng!es of attack, and analytical solutions
are not feasible. The method of calculating the sponwise lift
distribution using nonlinear section llft data thus becomes one of
making successive approximations of the lift d_strlbutlon until
one is found that simultaneously sat!sf_es the aforementioned
relationships.
Such a method has been used by W!eselsberger (reference I)
for the region of maximln_ lift coefficient and by Boshar (reference 2)
for hlgh-sabsonic sp,_eds. Beth of these writers used Tanits
system of _mtltipliers for obtaining the induced _ngle of attack
at five stations along the sem._sp_n of the wing (reference 3).
Tani, hog-ever, considered only the case of wings wlth symmetrical
lfft distributions. _./ulthopp (reference 4), usJng a somewhat
different mathematical treatment from that which T'anl used, derived
systems of multipliers for symmetrical, antisy:r_etrlcal, and
asymmetrfcal lift distributions fo_-_four, eigl.t, and sixteen
stations along the se_ispan. Multhopp:s deriv_tlon, in slightly
different form and nc_enclature_ is presented herein and tebles
are given for the multiDliers for ten stations along the semispan
(the usual number of stations considered in _ny reports in the
United States).
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For symmetrical distributions of wing chord and angle of
attack, the multipliers for symmetrical lift distributions may be
used with nonlinear or linear section llft curves. For asymmetrical
distributions of angle of attack, the multipliers for asymmetrical
llft distributions must be used if nonlinear section llft curves
are used. If an asymmetrical distribution of angle of attack can be
broken up into a symmetrical and an antlsTmmetr_cal distribution,
the antisymmetrical part zmy be treated separately if _e section
llft curves can be assumed to be linear.
The purpose of the present paper is to combine the contributions
of Multhopp and several other writers, together with some original
work, into a single complete method of calculating the lift
distributions and force and moment characteristics of wings, using
nonlinear section lift data. Simplified computing forms are given
for the calculation of symmetrical lift distributions and their use
is illustrated by a detailed example. The adaptation of the method
for use with linear section lift data is also illustrated. No
forms are given for asymmetrical or antisymmetrical lift distributions
inasmuch as such forms would be very similar to those given.
SYMBOLS
S
b
C
C s
c t
C
C !
A
X
Y
Z
wing al_ea
wing span
chord at any section
root chord
tip chord
mean geometric chord (Z/b)
mean aerodynamic chord c2 d
aspect ratio (b2/S) 40
coordinate parallel to root chord
coordinate perpendicular to plane of symmetry
coordinate perpendicular to root chord and parallel to
plane of s2_mmetry
q
R
P
V
CL
c_
L
CD
CDo
CDi
Cdo
Cdi
D
cm
Cmc/4
M
Cz
L'
Cn i
Cn o
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Reynolds number (pVc___ or pVc_ .)
mass density
free-st_,eam ve;!ocity
coefficient of viscosity
wlng lift coefficient (L/qS)
section lift coefficient (Z/qc)
wing lift
section llft
wing drag eoeffic.lent (D/qS)
wing profile-drag coefficient
wing induced-drag coefficient
section profile-drag coefficient
section induced-drag coefficient
wing drag
wing pitching-_noment coefficient (M/qSc')
section pitching-moment coefficient about section quarte_-
choi_d point
wing pitchin_ moment
wing rolling-moment coefficient (L_/qS)
w_ng rolling moment
wing induced-yawing-moment coefficient
wing profile-uvawin_oment coefficicmt
angl_- o<'attack .of any -section along the sf,an referred
to its chord l:_n_
c_a s
o_
%
C_o
°_7,o
_;os
% (L=O)
£
t
£
(t
a o
cos 0
An
7mk
e_g!e of attack of root section referred to ._ts chord
anglo of attack of root section referred to its zero
lift line
section induced aerie of attack
of fox,tire _ngle of athack of any section
section angle of attack for twG-dimensional airfoils
_gle of z_a'o lift of any section
angle of zero lift of root sect:_on
w:_ _u_le of at r_ac._for zero lift
geometric angle of twist of any section along the span
(n_c,.T_i_e if washout)
aercd.y_-.rmlc a_gle of t<_ist of any section along the s2sn
(negative if _._a6hout)
gcc.netric angle of twist of tip ._ection
t.i_s_ tIL_ se,_'tionaercdyn_n_c 8ngle of'_ _ of ..
wing ].ift-curve slope, per d,_s_ee
section lift.-ct_rve slope, _er decree
('Two-_.imcn_ional lift-curve s!opo_
Edge--vciocity factor /
coordinate (2_/b)
coefficients in trigonometric series
mu!t:[D!ier for Induced angle of attack (as_m_metrical
d__stribut ions)
m_Itipl!er for induced emgle of attack (symmetrical
distributions)
multil!ler for Induced snsle of attack (sntisy_metrical
distributions)
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_m
_ms
G
m
E
Sub scripts
al
b
multiplier for lift, drag, and. pitching-moment coefficients
(as_-mmetrica! distributions)
mulb_p!_er for lift, drag, and pitching--moment coefficients
(sym__etri cal _I stribuzions)
multiplier for rolling- and yawinz-moment coefficients
(asL_etrical di _tri_ut_ ons)
m_LIt_pl_ er for rolling-moment coefficient (antisyntmetr_cal
d_.stri but_lens )
ed_,_-vel oc [ty fac tot (sem___i_meter_
\ span /
ILa-XiL_._21-1DIV_] U_
value for additional lift (cL = I)
value for basic lift (CL = 0)
value for constant value of _as
value for given value of ct'
TID_02._T!UI_.LDEVELOI_._TNT OF KETIIOD
LifB Distribution
The methods of Tani (reference 3) and Multhopp (reference 4)
for determining the induced _._uzle of attack are fundamentally
the same, differln C only in the mthematical treatment. The
method pres¢'4ted bere_n is ¢_sssntia\ly the same as that given
b_r Mu!thopp. In the followinq de_'._vation t!_e sp_uwise lift
distribution is e__q0ressed as the trigonometric series
b- =/ An sin nO (1)
as in reference 5, where e is defined by the relation cos _ = _ .
b
It may be noted that each coefficient _n' as used herein, is equal
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to four t lm_s tl]e corresponding coefficient in reference 5. The
b ;._. - _! on the l'fting_n__._ced_Izle of attack (in degrees) at a point
line i s
t, l I= az (2)x 8_ dy
G-b/_
Yl "" Z
This integral (in dJfferent noraenc]ature) was given by Prandt\ in
reference g. If eauat:_on (!) is substituted into equation (2) and
the variable is chonged from y to @, the induced 8n_%e of attack
at t_ ,general_ 1_oJnt_ 0 1eco_,'_s.__ , accordin:_ to reference 9,
_hl ](] "\--_"
_i ............ ' nL n c_n ni_ (3)
4_ sin 0 --_--
The Drcblem of obtain'ng _..e induced _ng!e of attack is thus reduced
to one e_ _:_te:m_ll:aingthe coeffic:!.ent_s of the trigonometric series.
The l_:?t d.istrf!_utlon (equation (i)) _m.y be approx_mate:? by
a f_n!te i;r!_c_lor._tric series of r -- i terms where_ for subsequent
czc
usa(<e, r _s ascnmcd to be even. The values of _- at the equally
b
spaced points ,9 ...... _n the ran_o 0 <" @ < _ are expressed as
r
--_ -M
•"b-'-.]m _" A'n s n n m_r (4)
where m = I, 2_ 3,, •., r - i. Conversely, if tho va!uos of cz-_c
b
ar_ ku_o_n_ at e_ch point tDe coefficients An of the f inlte se_'ies
may b_ found ]::y l:_a._monicanalysis as
= -- .> sin n m_ (5)
.r_: \b ]m r
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If equstion (5) is substituted in equation (3), a double
summation is obtained for the induced angle of attack as
_(e) = 180
4_ sin _ \ b /m
]80 --- i.£_£,_ _--
m=l n=l
If the i_duced a_le of attack is to be determined at the same
points @ st _hich the load distribution is known, that is, at the
k_
points 8 = _--, then
C_ik = 4<r si-n k_ ,. L "_-#m " n os n
_.----f_ '_T=I
(k - m)_
r
cos n (k +rm)7 I
= /____ \-b',]m P=k
m=l
(6)
vhere
_mk _
r-1
190 _-n
4_r sin k_ :___.
r n=l
ic Ios n .(k - m)__ cos n (k +,m)_
r r
L.. __
(7)
It can be s_own that, if cos _ / i,
r_=z
/____n cos nJ = r cos (r -- i)_ -- (r -- i) COS r_- 1
n=l 2(1 -- COS _)
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If _ = O, a numerical series _s obtained
An=- 2
By use of these relationships in equation (7) it is found that,
when k + m is odd
_mk=
_r sin h_-|I - cos ik+_mmJ__ i - cos L__I.-ml_ I
r I_ r r _]
when k = m
= z8or (8b)
8_ sin k___
r
and when k ! m is even and k _ m
_k : o (8c)
For a symmetrical lift distribution
\b Ir-m
and
_Ik = c_ir-k
so that the summation for _ik needs to be made only from
1 to r/2
l0
r/2
m=l
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(9)
where, _then k + m is odd
kink= 5mk + _r-m,k (for m _ r/2)
18o [ cot _(k+ m)
2_r sin --kr-_,I sin "_+rm-')-_
(1oa)
when k = m
lmk = _k (for m : r/2)
18o
_r(cos 2k.,.__._+i)
r
(lOb)
180r (loo)
and when k ± m is even and k # m
Xmk=0 (1oa)
For an antisymmetrical lift distribution
b Jm--- _ b /r--m
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and
_ik = - _ir_ k
In this case the summation for
=
t°\2-1/slnce \0 Jr/2
O; then
r
_-i
_ik = m___ (_)mTmk
_ik needs to be made only from I
(11)
where, when k +_m is odd
7ink= _mk- _r-m,k
2_r in2 _(k + m)_ sin2 (k- m.)_
r r __
(12a)
when k = mj
7mk = _mk
180r
8_ sin k_
r
(12b)
and when k ± m is even and k _ m
7ink =0 (12c)
Multipliers can thus be calculated so that the induced angle
may be readily obtained by multiplying the known values of
by the appropriate multipliers and adding the resulting products.
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The _tltipliers are independent of the aspect ratio and taper ratio
of the wing. Tables I and I! present values of _mk, and •kink
and 7ink, respectively, for r = 20. Similar tables for 1-_kmk
h_ 7
and 1-_ m_ are given in references 7 and 8, respectively, but
2_ 2_ ._ 2_
no derivation is given therein. Tables for _-8_6mk, _5_mk, and _Sym k
are given in reference $ for values of r = 8, 16, and 32. An
inspection of tables ! and II shows that positiv_ values occur only
on the diagonal from upper left to lower right and tha_ _Lmost half
of the values aze equal to zero. Th_ multipliers _mk and L_k
may be used with either nonlinear or linear section lift data whereas
th_ multipliers for 7_ _y be used only with linear section
lift data.
The method of determining the lift distribution becomes one
of successive approximations. For a given geometric angle of attack,
a distribution of c_ is assumed from w_ich the load distri-
bution c__c is obtained. The induced ar_gle of attack is then
b
determined by equation (6), (9), or (ii) through the use of the
appropriate _ultlpLiers and subtr_cted _'rom the geometric angle
of attack to give the effective angl_ of abtack at each span_'ise
station. From _ect_on data for the appz_opriate a_rfoil section and
local _e2u-_c?.dsnumber, values of c Z ai-o road which correspond
to the effective angle of attack of each section. If these values
of c?. do not a@._.eewith those originally assumed, a second
esm_aption is mqde for cZ and the process is repeated. Further
asst_ptlons c_-e made unt_l the assumed values of c Z are in agreement
%'ith those obtained from the section data.
W_ng Characteristics
Once the lift distribution of a wing has been determined, the
main part of the pl'oblem of calculsting th_ wing characteristics
is completed. The induced-4rag and induced-yawing-moment coefficients
are entirely dependent upon the lift distribution and it is assumed
that the section profile-drag and pitching-_ment coefficients are
the sa_2 functions of the lift coefficient at each section of the
wing as those determined in two-dimensional tests.
The calculation of each of the wing coefficients involves a
span_ise integration of the distribution of a particular •
function
_k_)" This integration can be performed numerically
through the use of additional sets of multipliers which are found
in the following manner.
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then
If
'i1
i
U-I
f/2-Z_
--1"(oose)--/4 s!nne\b/ A_
\0 / i_-) = ._ sin ne sin e d9
Since 1]he valtles of /2y_
",.'b-Iare determine& at the points
A1 can be found by harmonic s/lal_sls as in equation (5)
r-I
\k f(_Xh sin _
A.. = _. __/- _b !m r
m=1
E)=FI_
--3
r
Therefore
_ 1 r-1
:
m=.l.
r-i
<--/2;_,'_
= 2 2_ Vi7= 'I=
m=l
(13a)
where
_m = _-- sin
2r r
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=2 (13b)
where
The moment of the dlst_,ibution f(_ can be found in a similar
kO/
i
J-l
r-1
= -_ f sin 9m_
9r /_- \b/_ r
m=l
-
=4 \
i/_._ f am
m=l
(l_a)
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where
-_ sin _--
_m "-"8r r
. . t. =-<7-),If the d_stribution Js an_Jsymm_.rlcal, \b /m -m
I _r._]
I T k%-]: 4 area'\YJm
lJ-i m.&
(14b)
where
Values of _m' GL%S' Cm, and _ma are given in table IIl for r = 20.
V_ng i_ft coefficient.-The wing lift coefficient is obtained
by means of a sp_nwise intogration of tPe i._ _ distribution,
uIb/_CL = ! co dy
S b/2
If the lift distribution is as_m_netrical
r--I
cL = A >__. l!_-_
. t,_)= '_=
m=l
(i5a)
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If the lift distribution is s_umnetrJca!
r/2
m=l
(15b)
Induce@-drag coefficient.-The section _nduced-drag cooff_.clent
is equal to the i_roduct of the sect.ion llft coefficient and the
induced angle ¢f attack in radians,
Cdi 180
The wing Indaced-Klra 6 coefficient is obtained by moans of a span,aise
ir_tegraqion o:? the section induced-drag coefficient multiplied by
the local chord;
b/2
CD i " [ _cL_"_i= "-- -- "" dys 18o
2 b 7"
ILl
For asymmetrical lift distributions
r-__1
_ _A x /cL_
CDi 180 ___ _-b _izm _m
m=l
(16a)
For _s_x_ne r..cal llft distributions
r/2
= 180_--"A_ (_ cUi)mq,m sCDi _____
(_6t)
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Profile-drs,? coefficient.-The section profile-drag coefficient
can b_ obbalned fz'om sectiun data for tk_e appropriate sirfci! section
and local i_eynold.s number. For each spanw!se station the profile-
drag coefficient Js re_d at the section lift coefficient pi_e_ious!y
determined. The winf_ _rofile--drag coeeficiert is then obtained
b_' meens of a spar_,L_:e JnLcgrstion of the section prefile-dreg
coefz'Icient multi_lic_ ly the local _
i b/2
CDo = S I
"_--b /' 2
Cdo c dy
i
=! 12 cdo _.
For asy_z_etrical lift distribut_ ons
r-I
CDo = > (17a)
or for sy_retrlca! lift dSstrlbutions
C_ o o/__ qms
m--.1
(iTb)
2itcbin@.-mom_nt coefficient.- The section pitching-moment
coeff!cient about its qu_arter-chord point can be obtained from
section data for the appropriate airfoil section and local
l_epmolds n_mbe_ _. For each spanwise staticn the pitching-moment
coefficient is read at the section lift coefficient freviously
dste_mined and then trsnsferred to the wing reference point by the
equati on
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cm = Cmc/4- c_ [c_ cos (cts - c_)+ Cdo sin (as .-cti)1
o_, (_s )-_'_o (_8)
where x and z a_e measured fro_.=the wing reference point to the
qu,_ter-.chord point of the section under col_si&eration and t,pward
and backgard forces an([ diste,_ces are t3_ken as posltivo. The
section oitching-moment coefflc!enb abcut its aerodynamic center may
be used instced of cmc/4, in which csse x _od z are meam_red
to the section aerodjmamic c_nter. The term Cdo sin (as - _-t) _._ay
usually be ncglcct,_d. The wins l_itching-c_mc_nt coef?icient is obtained
by the spanwise integrstion
C m
_b/2
= -_=- cm c2 dy
Sc '_
-b/2
I
!lI_ ('CmC21 _- )
= __ _I__
2 \ _c 'I \b
i
For asymmetrical lift distributions
Cm Om
_--_ \ E c 'Im
(19a)
For s_sEn6tric_l lift distributions
cm-- % nm_
Z-- \_c_
(19b)
EollinE-mcment coefflcient.-The rcli_ng-moment coefficient
is obtained by meens of a spanwise integration
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c_cy dy
]1 c__c 2! ,s.(_)b b
-1
r-i
_._.\ b /m _m
m=l
(2oa)
For an antisymmetrical lift distribution
r-i
2
= L_ \b /m %_
m=l
(20b)
Induced-yawing-moment coefficient.- The induced-yawing-
moment coefficient is due to the moment of the induced-drag
distribution
,_b12
= ! J "....°.°L_._.
Cni Sb_ 18o y dy
-b/2
A _ _i
:_ b Z-8_ d
i
r-i
k,, /c_c
: Om18o (2l)
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The induced-yawing-moment coefficient for an antisymmetrical lift
distribution is equal to zero and has little meaning inasmuch as
the lift coefficient is also zero. The induced-yawing-moment
coefficient is a f'_nction of the lift and rolllng-_T_oment coefficients
and must be found for asymmetrical lift distributions.
?rofile-yawing-moment coefficient.- The profile-yawing-
moment coefficient is due to the moment of the profile-drag
distribution,
1 ,[ b/2= -- CdoCY dy
Cno St U-b/2
r-i
_--- (CdoC))-- --T,m
m=!
APPLICATION OF METHOD USING NONLINEAR SECTION LIFT DATA
FOR SYMMETRICAL LIFT DISTRIBUTIONS
(22)
The method described is applied herein to a wing, the geometric
characteristics of which arm given in table IV. Only symmetrical
lift distributions are considered hereinafter inasmuch as these
are believed to be sufficient for illustrating the method of
calculation. The lift, profile-drag, and pltching-moment coefficients
for the various wing sections along the span were derived from
unpublished airfoil data obtained in the Langley two-dimensional
low-turbulence pressure tunnel. The original a_rfoil data were
cross-plotted against Reynolds number and thickness ratio inasmuch
as both varied along the span of the wing. Sample curves are given
in figures 1 and 2. From these plots the section characteristics
at the various spanwise stations were determined and plotted in the
conventional manner. (See fig. 3.) The edge-velocity factor E,
derived in reference 9 for an elliptic wing, has been applied to
the section angle of attaok for each value of section lift coefficient
as follows:
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c% = E(C_o-_tQl+ °'_o,,
lift Distribution
Computation of the lift distribution at an angle of attack
of 3° is shown in table V. This table is designed to be used wl_ere
the multiplication is done by means of a slide rule or simple
calculating machine° _lere calculating machines capable of performing
accumulative multiplication are available, the si_aces for the
individual products in cohnnns (6) to (15) may be omitted and tl_
table made smaller. (See tables VII and VIII.) The mechanics of
computing are explained in the table; however, the method for
approximating the lift coefficient distribution requires some
explanation. The initially assm,_ed lift-coefficlent distribution
(column (3) of first division) can be taken as the d_stributlon
given by the geometric angles of attack but it is best determined
by some simple method which will give a close approxiy._atlon to the
actual distribution. The initial distribution given in table V
was approximated by
! tcz = A l- cZ( )
A + 1.8 2 _c
where c_(_) is the lift coefficient read from the section curves
for the geometric angles of attack. This equation weights the lift
dlstrib_tion according to the average of the chord distribution of
the wing under consideretlon and thst of an elliptical wing of the
same aspect ratio and s_an. _.._enthe lift distributions at several
angles of attack are to be computed and after tLey have been obtained
for two angles, the in:itial assented c_ dJstrlbution for subsequent
angles can be more accurately estimated in the following manner:
Values of downwash angle are first estimated by extrapolating from
values for the preceding wing angles, snd then, for the resulting
effective angles of attack, the lift coefficients are read from the
section curves.
The lift coefficients in column (18) of table V, read from
section lift curves for the effective sngles of attack, will usually
not check the assumed values for the first a_,proximation. In
order to select assumed values for subsequent approximations,
the following simple method has been found to yield satisfactory
results. An incremental value of lift coefficient &CZm is obtalned
according to the relation (numbers in parenthesis are col1_ms
in table V):
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AC_m= - - .
K
where K has the following values at the spanwise stations
2j_ K
b
0 to 0.8910 8 to i0
.9511 ii to 13
•9877 14 to 16
I-- -I
and ,(18)--(3)_m is the difference between the check and assumed
values' for the _mth spanwise station. The incremental values so
determined are added to the assumed values in order to obtain new
assumed values to be used in the next approximation. This method
has been found _n practice to make the check and assumed values
converge in about three approximations if the first approximation
is not too much in error.
Wing Coefficients
Computations of the wing llft, profile-drag, induced-drag,
and pitching-moment coefficients are shown in table VI. Since the
lateral axis through the wing reference point contains the quarter-
chord points of each section, the x and z distances in
equation (18) are zero, and the pltching-moment coefficient of
the wing is determlnedsolely by the values of Cmc/4.
APPLICATION OF METHOD USING LINEAR SECTION LIFT DATA
FOR SYMMETRICAL LIFT DISTRIBUTIONS
Although the method descrlb_d herein was developed particularly
for use with nonlinear sectlon lift data, it is readily adaptable
for use with linear section llft data with a resulting reduction in
computing time as compared with most existing methods. When the
section llft curves can be assumed linear, it is usually convenient
to divide any symmetrical lift distribution (as _n reference lO)
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into two parts - the additional lift distribution due to angle of
attack chazges e_nd the basic lift distribution due to aerodynamic
twist. The calculation of these llft distributions is illusbratcd
in tables Vii to X for the wing,the g_m_etr]c characteristics of
which were given _n table IV.
It should be noted that tables VII and _qll are essentially
the same es table V but are designed primarily for use with
calculating machines caoablo of performing accumulative multi-
plicatie_. If s_ch _chines are not available_ these tables n_y
be constructed similar to table V to allow spaces for writing the
individual products.
Lift Characteristics
T_o lift distributions are required for the determination of
the addltio_.a! E_d basic lift distributions. The first one is
obtained in table VII for a cons b,_t angle of attack _s (_'' _ C)
and tho second one in table VIII for the anglo of attack distribution
due to tLe aerodsu]smic twist (_a s = 0). The check values of --b
(coluLmn (18)) are obtained by _mltiplying the effective angle
- _ 8oCof attack _e ,.v _-. The "
-i .... /c_'\ o flnal_7c\appr°ximati°ns are entered in
_a_±e ],. as ,- -) and |c__,b, @
The {c-L_ distribution is the additional lift distribution
\ b /(%s)
corresponding to a wing lift coefficient CL(_as_,,
table IX t,hrough the use of the multipliers _imso
convenie_t to use the additional _ift distribution
to a wing lift coefficient of" unity. This distribution is found
by dividing the values of \ b ](aas) by CL(_as)._
•
,Et
distribution and an additional lift distribution corresponding to
a wing lift coei'ficiez_t CL(gt,_,, also detormin_d in table IX. The
basic lift distribution ClbC
-_-- is then de term_ined by subtracting] the
ClalC /czc_(additional lift distribution --b_ CL(_t') from t "b-- gt')"
determined in
It is usually
c/a I c
b corresponding
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Inasmuch as the wing lift curve Is assumedto be linear, it is
defined 0y its slope and angle of attack for zero llft which are
also fouu& in table IX. The maxlnmm wi_ lift coefficient is
estimated accord!ng to the met_od of reference lO which Is illustrated
in figure 4. The maximum llft coefficient is considered to be the
wing lif5 coefficient at which some section of th_ wing becomes
the first to reach its maxlmr_ lift, that is, C_b + CL c_ 1 = c_m_x
Thls value of CL is most convenle_tly determined by finding tl_e
mini_tur, value of c-_z_N-_c-_ along the span as illustratsd in table IX.
C_al
Induced-Drag Coefficient
The section Indt_ccd-_iraf4 coefficient !s equal to the prcduct
of the section iif_ co_fficient Luridti_e inducted sLngie of attack
in reddens. The lift distrf0ution for any wing llft coefficient _s
c c c_ CZbC
-J_ = _IC cL + -- (23)
b b b
The col_espondlng induced cngle of attack dlstrlbution may be
wribten as
eli = C_ial CL + _b (24)
The values of _lal and elb az_e determined in table X in the
sane manner as CZalC and _ In table IX. _he induced-drag
b b
distribution is therefore
or
Cd_C c_c a1
b b 57.3
Cdlalb c CdibC
Cd____c = CdialC CL 2 + CL +
b b b b
(25)
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where
od_ °_a!° Slal (_)
b b 57.3
CdialbC CZa]C a1_ Chic _is',i
- - - + " (27)
b b 57.3 b 57.3
a_d
Cd. _ c CZbC
......t,2_ - _ib
b b _-_JJ ,3
(_8)
The c;.f..cu?.at:'a.:_ of each of these induced-drag distribut_ ons is
_!lustt-'ah_:d 'n %ab!e 7{ together with th_ nu_"_erical integration of
each d[st=d_ution he obtain th_ wing induced-d:rag coefficient.
,?rof_i!e- Drag and "_ ......P1,_c:_ing-ko 4cat Coefficients
T!_o ?rof'ile-drog and pitchin_-=moment coefflcienzs for the
wing de_otu_ Air_.ct!y uoon t:_e section data and [here fore their
ca!ctd.u:t:!cn "s %he sa_._ whether linear or nonlinear section lift
data a-,-eused. Fez the linear case the section liYt coefficient is
c_ = cza 1 0L _- c2,]_
for any wing coefficient CL. F.2 use of tb!s value for c_. the
_,_rof_te-d_'_g and pitch'_ng-..-_!oL_entcoefficients are found as in
table _i.
The ci'.aractcristics of three wings with symmetrical lift
distributions l-_avebeen ea!_ulated by use of both nonlinear and linear
section lift dat__ -rod are l_.resented in figure 5 toget._er w_th
experimental results. Those data were taken from _'eference ii.
T!e lift curw_s calculated by use of nonlinear section lift data
az.e in clo_,_ a_re(_ment -_[%h i, he exfer.Lmel_tal results over the
entire reng_ of lift coefiUcie_ts whereas those calculated b_ use
of lino_r section l_,ft date are fn agreement only over the linear
port_ons of the c_arves as would be exoected.
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It nTaStbe rememberedthat the methods presented are subject
to the iim3tations of llfting-llne theory upon which the methods
are based; therefore, the close agreement shownin figure 5 should
not b_ e_oect6d for wings of I_ aspect ratio or l_rge _weo_.
The use of the edge_ve!ocity facto__,more or less compensates for
some of the effects o_ aspect ratio e_d, in fact, ep_¢are to over
compensate at the larger values of aspect ratio as shown in f_gure 5.
Addit!onsl comparisons of calculated and experimental data
are given ia reference !! for wings with syL_netricai lift distributions,
but very little comparable dat_ are availsbie for wings with
as3_;_netrical lift d_stributions. Such data are very desirable
in order to determir_e the reliability with :#hich calculated data
may be used to predict e_pe_'_m_ntal w_ng choracteris%ics.
Langley Momoria! Ae_ons;utical Laboratory
Nat_.onal Advlsorj Committoe for Aeronautics
Langloy Field, Va. December- 20, 1946
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TABLE III.- WING-COEFFICIENT MULTIPLIERS
-0.9877
-9511
-.8910
-.8o9o
-.7o71
-5878
-.454o
-.5o90
-.1564
0
•1564
.3090
.4%40
•5878
.7071
.8o9o
.891o
.9511
.9877
m am
19 o.01229
18 .o2427
17 .03066
16 .04616
15 .05554
.06354
15 .06998
12 •07470
Ii .07757
zo .07854
9 .077 57
8 .07470
7 .06998
6 .06354
5 .05554
4 .04616
5 /.03666
2 _.o2427
1 .O1229
_ms o'm erma
-o.0o6o7
-.01154
-.o1589
-.01867
-.o1964
-.O1867
-.01589
-.OLZ54
-.00607
0
4- -- Of#-_
o.o78 51,
.15515
.14939
.13996
.12708
.111o7
.09255
.07151
.04851,
.o2457
0
t
.00607
.olz54
.01589
.01867
.o1964
.o1867
.01589
o.o1214
.o25o8
.05177
.05755
.o3927
.05735
.05177
•01154 .02508
• 00607 .01214
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TABLE "V" .- CALCULATION OF LIFT DISTRIBUTION FOR _ WING. 0
First approximation
(,) (,) (3) 1(4) (5) (6) I (7) I (B) i (9) I (,0) I(") [ (,2) I (,3> 1(,4)[(,m) (.6) (,_ .B)
c _ ;Lmk x column(5) er i er e C%(x Cl, b- b
=,.,)b,.._,,,d To_+,ml C)x(4) 0 ].1564 ].30901.45401.5878 [.70711.8090{ 8910 (.95111.9877 t_(l@ {2)-(l(g( ..... 1
143.239 -58.53_ 0 - 6.950 0
0
-It5.624145.02_-67298 0 -10,158
_1564j
_____ _( •SI' •12g' .067C -7.75 9.72 -4 •51 0 -.68
0 -64.802150.611 :,-67.157 0
.309C 2. h" .52: .i16_ .060_ 0 -3.95 9.17 -L.09 0
"12384 0 -62917160.761 -72.472
.4540
2.1 _ .AI c ,_0_( ,OhhC - .67 0 -5 .Lo B .68 -5.91
-2865 0 I-1.804 0
-'" % -l' -'_ o
0 -4840| 0 -3394
0 -._2 o -.P_
-99i6 0 -4.966 0
-.6o 0 -._0 g
0 -10.9P6 0 -5.812
0 ".59 0 -._i
.5878
]071
Z.2_ .LT .o_ ,_tgJ
_ 8 0 _
___8_ .4_c .o73 =_ .o_lE
.8910
•J2_,, 6(_ .066 L ±o2H
.9511
-.l( .28: .o61 .OZT_
.9877
- ._( .22( .02_51 .OIOC
nl
Second approximation
o /.o_ .J_ n._.a
31564 .?.,_,_( .51(_ _g9_5 -
....309C __ _._b...116__..
t.88 z,z2 o.b._
.9_ L.78
.6o L.I)
z .88 .98 .?o .77 .6o .69
,.s_39_85_1 0 69_0 0 2B65
-6480," 150611-67J57 0 -9.916
.o6_o o :_._ --_i_ "-_._o o .._o
-12384 0 -62.917
.454C
2.1! .%7 .ZOb, O .0%_ -.67 o -_._8
0 -81320 0
.587E
1.7! ._00 .092_ .0_65 0 -._9 0
-4051 0 - 7.372
70711.26 .L78.0E_.5 .0_9"_ -.160 -28080 -'_29v
8090 _,_ _ _ .o_2L o - .o9 o
!-1,638 0 -2.371
.6910
._ ._82 .o66_ .o2_k -.O_ O %06
0 - 1.062 0
9 _ _ _
/
-.lC_ .292 ,Q613 ,91_ -.02 O
j -0.459 0 -06209877-._ .21q .0_7 .OOg6 -- O Q -.0_
Third approximation
i 60.761 -724 72 0
8.65 -5.90 0
-65.B03 17_054-B2.083
-; .05 9.20 -_.8o
0 - 71.743 202.571
o -2.82 7.96
" 7. 200 0 -el 434
-.2_ o -_._
0 -7 370 0
0 %19 0
-2.016 0 - 7.599
-I.491 0
0 i -.01 0
.?h I ,60 .¢,E
•)9 .h2 .77 1.9_
o -i .804 0 -1468 _ l
-.z =, o _-.zo z.6_ I._9
-4040 q -3 394 _ . I
0 -4.968 L 0 1-3768j [ :
-10.926 0 -5.812 0
-,59 o -._,1 o .Tt 1.)9 .5i7
0 -13 -134 0 -7,713
0 -.61 0 -.)6 .6(1.1) .5(X)
-97.965 0 -I 7.308 0
-_.85 o -.68 o .5( .7o .L_8o
24Z).694 -'25.537 _ 0 -26.635
_o I-,.ov-lBJ_28 %@6 .6; .19 .14J4_
-96.962315.512 0
-2.46 8.0]. -4._9 o .7( -._8 .186
o -12266( ¢63.533 -329.9?6
o -2.2o 8.)o -5-91 .8(, -.99 ._12
-TAB9 o -,67.o4_!9,5.,5,
--.of T r_ l_ _._-_-_-_;._"
.61 .7o ,09 I 1,5_
143.239 -58533 0 -6.950 0
0 _ _7 ,1J._9 ,P'ZlOl ]-0.1i -_.16 :6-7_-2_18 -.L_9 o[-115.624 i45025 0 - I 0/58
_0'564 2,?_ ._7- -1295. ,06ZO_l_-lJ_ i_°'__ -_i_ 0 ..... ].6--8
• 64802 i50.611 -67. i57 0
3090 .......
2,_ _5_2 ±l_(_..0608+ 0 ").9_ 9 .16 -4 .08 0
-- - "12.384 I O -_2.917 160/r61 -72472
4540
0 -8320 0 -65 803177.054
.5878
_.,7_ .SOO ,Q925. ,0),6 -4 51 0 -7.372 0 -71.743
0 .2880
...... _j _: _._/i
.9,77-.,,,._.o_,,; .oo,_--o_OL
1.5 _, J 1.12
- _ _ ;g,_
0 -7.208 0
-2.371 [ 0 _ 77:370_
_ __ ___
0 ½2016 0
-0620 (5 [-, 49/
/
-,Ol 0 -.01
°lVambers appearing in pare.theses denote column number.
-,B65 I -,.eo4 o V,46B )
-.2o dd __ _3_-- _'% I1J,.,_ ._?
....._ [-4_4o _o ..........
_ _o _,___ o -.2} I o _..12 lz.Bh ._8
-9.9,e ! 0 -4.966 0 l-3.Z_e_
-.6o i o -._o o _.L__,_._L__ ,_J_
_--.F4o926 o -sin2 ) o
9 ! -.59 o _j___.o__ _.l_l_.tt_,_.!?__
-82.08_, l 0 -/_134 0 -7,713 I
.......... + _____
: *_.__ I__0 _ -.61 0 1- -._6 l .60 )I.i_ .05Q9_
202.571 ]-'97.965 0 -17.388 | 0 '
o
- 81,434 1_4_._,,94 -125.537
o :96.9_2!3)s.5,_-,Bo._2eL o ] i
0 I-I 2 ".080 46'_.533 |-3299_ / , _u_ei-
Z7599 |
I I
._ I ._2 l .'_n ..
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-I.468
-.11
0
0
-3.768
0
-7.713
0
o .6_ .6:_ _.!L_
.___ -26.635 i
-._ ._k._5 _ _le
0
0 -8.320 0 -65.803 177,054 -82083 0 -13.134 0
_.7! .50: .092' .Ok6,' __o -._ -7_7_ "_!'°5-.3 8._o -_.8o o -.61 o)-4.051 0 0 "71.743 202.571 -97.965 0 -17.386
-.16 . 0 _c,,?._ _ 0 =2.82. _ _-_5. 0 -.68
0 -;).880 0 -7.208 0 -8].434 243.694425.537 0
o - .o9 o -.e_ o -_ ..57 7.7o -_ .97 o
-I.638 0 52371 _ 0 -7.:370 .... _0___-.9_69623=5.512 -_80,528
-.ok o _ -.o_6 .... o __ -._8_ o -?..s_ "Z,_ _._z. o ._-.lo
0 -I 06 2 0 -2 016 0 -7-599 0 !-122.880 463.533 -329.976
o -.o2 o -.o) o -.z} o - a.zz 7[_7 --_-68 .77 -81 ._a__
-0,459 0 -0.620 _ 0 .- 1,49_I .... 9 .-7.089 0 -167045 915.651 ,F
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Figure 4-- Estimation of CLmax for example ming. (CLmax estimated to be I.SZ)
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